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ABSTRACT

High-spin states in the oblate deformed even nucleus of 196Hg have been studied by 'I-ray

spectroscopy follo-wing the 198pt (<1, 6n) 196Hg reaction at an incident energy of 65 MeV.

The experiment was perfonned at iTnemba UBS using the AFROD1TE array. The y-y

coincidence data in two different experiments using different geometries of the '1

detectors are obtained. The analysis of results, concentrating on the measurement of

Directional Correlations in Oriented (DCO) state ratios and anisotropy polarization lead

to extension of the level scheme up to energy E=8.3 MeV and spin 1=2%.. The dipole

bands consist of M1 and E2 cross-over transitions were observed at higher excitation

enetgies and spins.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 History ofgamma rays

Many physicists gave all credit to the French physicist, Henri Becquerel in 1896 for his

discovery of gatrnrul radiation being emitted by Radium-226. Radium-226 is pan of the

uranium decay chain. Gamma radiation is electromagnetic radiation that takes high

quantum energy in the electromagnetic spectrum. Gamma rays are emitred from nuclei

of some unstable atoms. They have knO'i>"t1 to be most energetic photons with short

wavelength.

Other properties of gamma-rays

• Gamma-rays are very high energy lOUlZatlng radiation; typically gamma-ray

photons have about 10 000 times as much energy as the photons in the visible

range of the electromagnetic spectrum. It is also noted that there is an overlap

between higher energy X-rays and lower energy gammas.

• Gamma rays are photons and have no rest mass, travel at the speed of light and

have no electrical charge i.e. they are pure electromagnetic energy.

• Gamma photons are highly penetrating and unlike charged particles, do not lose

energy gradually as they pass through matter. Instead the intensity of a beam of

photons is attenuated through the loss of photons in single or a small number of

interactions. Very dense materials \vith high Z such as lead are commonly used to

shield against gamma photons.

The difference between gamma and X-rays is their origin. Gamma-tays originate in the

nucleus whereas X-rays originate in the electron fields surrounding the nucleus. Although

gaturna tadiation (photons) is dangerous to living organisms, it can also be useful. The

most common gamma emitters (radionuclides) like Cesium-137 , Cobalt-60, etc are used

for various reasons but mostl,"" for cancer treannenr.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

1.2 Overview ofmercury-196

The 196Hg nucleus is the lightest stable isotope of mercury. The medium-to-heavy mass

mercury nuclei, with Z=80 having only two protons less than the magic number 82, are

weakly oblate defonned in the ground srntes and up to moderate excitation energies. The

shape of a nucleus is said to be oblate (pumpkin shape) when two of its principal a..'es

have the same length, and the third axis is shorter. For an oblate nucleus, the intrinsic

quadrupole moment (Qol is negative. Their energy levd schemes display sequences of

states that are connected by strong E2 transitions. Negative-parity bands have been

observed in these nuclei srnrting from I"=5-. The levd schemes are interpreted as bands

of collective rotation of the oblate nuclei around an a..'<is petpendiculat to their symmetry

axes. The band structures give test cases for application of the Cranked Shell Model (CSM)

to oblate nuclei. The routhians, band crossing frequencies and aligned angular momenta

calculated within the framework of CSM agree with the experimental results [MEH91].

1.3 Previous studies in 196Hg

There are many different publications about the study of 196Hg [pET68, PR074, GUT83,

HEL83, KR081, and MEH91] concentrating on the extension of levd scheme.

The investigation carried by Petry et at. [pET68], deduced the level schemes of even

mercury isotopes including 196Hg as shown in fig 1.1a. The first six levels were placed in

paralld "rith that of I"Hg except for the 6- levd at excitation energy E=1785 keY. The

levd scheme [PET68] was built on the ground state band of even-even nucleus up to 6'

and T states, where transition 723.6 keY was assigned to be tentative. Unfortunatdy in

that work, the statistics were too poor to make any statement about coincidence

relationship with either the 426 or 635.5 keY. Hence, the spins and parities suggestions

for these levels were made based on ~-decay selection rules and measured y-ray

multipolatities.
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Fig I.la: Partial level scheme for 194Hg and 196Hgjrom (PET68].

Proetel et aL [pR074], observed y-ray decay of the yrast states of 196Hg using the

'96pt(ct,4n) 196Hg reaction with a 5 mg/cm" target thickness. The energy level scheme

proposed by [PET68] was confirmed and then extended up to around spin 1=12 fot both

the positive- and the negative-parity bands. Nanosecond isomeric states were measured

at 1'=10' and I"=T from time spectra in that work.

The study carried by Moth et aL [KR081], concentrated on identification of the missing

rotation-aligned (Vi,; -2) 1T state in 196Hg. In their investigation, excited states of 196Hg
,

were popuhted ",-ith (Cl,2n), (Cl,4n), and (d,3n) reactions in which metal foil targets were

bombarded ",-ith 30 and 48 MeV alpha particles and 22 MeY deuteron beams. Two

transitions (79 and 96 keY) were observed above 4- levels in the ground state band. The



CHAPTER I Introduction

96 keV y-ray has previously been assigned as the 10+ -> 8+ transition [PR074] whereas

the 79 keV y-ray has not been observed earlier. A careful study of time spectra indicated

the existence of two isomeric states above the 8+ level, and allowed them to conclude

that, the 79 keV line is the 10+ -> 8+ isomeric transition. In addition to the revised level

scheme, at 1"=10+ they have added two new levels at 2143 keY and 3507 keY. Other

transitions in 196Hg with energy E.,(1 )=278.4 keV(22), 386.1 keV(13), 412 keV(9), and. Y

690.4 keV(9) could not be placed in the level scheme.

Another investigation carried by Guttormsen et aL [GUT83], confirmed the 96 keV

12+->10+ transition and the 79 keY 10+ -> 8+ transition in 196Hg. They also confirmed

the 278 keY 10+ -> 9- transition which were previously assigned tentatively. Apart from

the additional new observed transition in Kroth's work, the transition 8- -> T observed

by Guttormsen is different from the one observed by Kroth which is 217.2 keY and

301.0 keY respectively.

Helppi et aL [HEL92], reported results of a study of levels in 196Hg by the reaction

196Pt(a,4n) at E=48.6 MeY. The level scheme was extended up to 18- and 21- level;

however, they were unable to find evidence for the proposed 278 keV 10' -> 9- transition

[KR081, and GUT83]. They observed no trace of a 217 keY y-ray in 196Hg but as for 301

keY 8- -> T proposal, they find mutually coincident 300.5 and 301.5 keY y-rays in 196Hg,

however neither of these transitions is coincidence ",i.th 84 keV T -> 5- transition. The

level scheme observed by Mehta et al, has got many newly observed transitions.(see fig

4.8). Cederwall et aL observed a dipole band ar higher energy and spin.

1.4 Overview ofthe Cranked SheD+Model (CSM)

The cranked shell model is the most useful model for high-spin stare calculations. The

cranked shell model was introduced by Inglis in 1954 [ING54], and further developed by

Bengrsson and Frauendorf [BEN79]. The model was firsr applied to mercury (Hg)

isoropes by Guttormsen and Hiibel [GCT82]. The full details of cranked shell model

theory and formulism are given in many textbooks such as [NIL95J.
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The model gives a fully microscopic description of the influence of rotation on single

particle motion. At very high spins, when the Coriolis and centrifugal forces strongly

perturb the wave function of many nucleons, better description of the single-particle

energies is obtained through the CSM [ING56]. The Coriolis force acts to align the

angular momentum of the nucleons with the rotation a.ns.
In the cranked shell model, the rotation is treated classically ,,~th the rotation vector

coinciding with one of the main axes of the nucleus. The nucleons can then be described

as independent particles moving in a rotating potential well, where the intrinsic

coordinate frame has a fixed rotational frequency w.

The single-particle cranking Hamiltonian was originally derived by transforming the rime

dependent Schrodinger equation from the space-fixed coordinate system to an intrinsic

body-fixed system in which the deformed nuclear potential is static. The single-particle

cranking Hamiltonian is given by

hW = hO
- T[mjx 1.1

where hO is the Hamiltonian in the laboratory system, J~ is the projection of the toral

angular momentum operator onto the rotation axis, and the term -!zWJ~. contains the

Coriolis and centrifugal terms, which modify nucleon orbitals. The Schrodinger equation

in the rotating system can be solved in the standard way as an eigenvalue problem. The

eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian are known as Routhians. The total cranking Hamiltonian

can be obtained by summation over all of the independent particles of the system,

H'" =HO -T]mlx 1.2

where Ix is a projection of the total angular momentum onto the rotation axis.

The cranking Hamiltonian can be modified by including a pairing term that is given by,

H W =HO -T]mIx -!l.(r + p)-}]v 1.3

where !l. is the pair gap, and Yand P are the quasi-particle pairing creation/annihilation

operators. The total number of particles is kept constant by introducing the Fenni

5



CHAPTER 1 Introduction

surface tenn -AN. The Hamiltonian is known as the Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov (HFB)

Hamiltonian and calculations using this Hamiltonian give quasi-partick Routhians.

1.5 Compound-nucleus reaction

The heavy ion induced fusion-evaporation reaction is the most commonly used way of

producing nuclei at high excitation energy and high anguhu: momentum. The reaction

occurs when the projectile nucleus has an impact parameter srna.ller than the radius of the

target nucleus. The projectile nucleus will enter the target nucleus, and its nucleons will

interact of the target nucleons through simple scattering processes.

By successive nucleon-nucleon collisions within the combined system of the projectile

and the target nucleus, the energy of the projectile is continuously shared among the

nucleons until an equilibrium state is reached. The average increase in the energy of any

single nucleon is nor enough for it to escape from the nucleus, but due to some

successive random collisions, there is a statistical distribution of energy so that there is a

probability that a nucleon will obtain sufficiendy energy to escape from the nucleus.

The process results in the formation of a compound nucleus, which is the intermediate

stage after the absorption of the projectile nucleus but before the emission of outgoing

panicles. The schematic diagram in fig 1.1 shows the process. Fusion-evaporation

reactions are considered to proceed in two independent stages:

L The formation of compound nucleus and

11. Decay of the compound nucleus by evaporation of light panicles

The following are the characteristics of a compound nucleus reaction between a small

projectile and the larger target nucleus:

• The theory of compound-nucleus model is applicable for low incident energies

ranges in MeV/nucleon (up to -10 MeV/nucleon for heavy ion induced

reaction), because of low probability that the incident panicle will escape from

the nucleus with its identity and its energy intact.

6



• Due to the random nature of interactions among the nucleons, one may expect

that the evaporation particles are emitted isotropically in the centre of mass

system.

• The higher the excitation energy of the compound nuclei, the more particles are

likely to evaporate, and therefore the analogy 'evaporation' is appropriate for the

compound-nucleus model. This is illustrated in fig 1.2.

,,' "" (c)

.--

fIg 1.2: shows theformation and decay path ofcompound nucleus.

Charged particle (proton, alpha particles) etrusslOn lE normaIly suppressed by the

Coulomb barrier; therefore the compound nucleus will be more likely to emit a neutron

than a charged particle. However, for highly neutron deficient compound nuclei, more

energy ",-ill be required ID remove neutrons than protons or alpha particles, hence alpha

particle evaporation along with neutron evaporation forms a large part of the fusion-

evaporanon cross-seCTIon.

7



CHAPTER I Introduction

Alpha-particle energy

Fig 1.3: The cross-section of(a,xn) 171adions as afunction olthe incident ener;gy. Each cross-section
exhibit a Gaussian-like shape which has a maximum at alpha particle ener;gy that increases with the

number ofevaporating neutrons [KRA88].

Later the excited residual nucleus decays to the ground state by the emission of gamma

quanta. The emitted gamma quanta may be divided into statistical and yrast cascades as

shown schematically in fig 1.3 where the upper thick line represent the high angular

momentum entry region for a heavy projectile producing residual nuclei in the mass

region A-160. The statistical y-rays are high energy (several MeV) dipole transitions.

These y-rays carry away large amounts of excitation energy and small amount of angular

momentum.

According to the Neils Bohr [LILOl] independence hypothesis, the formation of a given

compound nucleus may be due to many differenr reactions, but the prohability of

populating a final state of the residual nucleus is independent of the formation process of

the compound nucleus, and only depends on the amount of e."citation energy available.

The yrast line is defined as the sequence of stares 'with the lowesr possible energy for a

given angular momenmm. The yrasr line is approximately - 8 Me\' below the particle

evaporation threshold. Gamrrul-rays in the yrasr region are emitted with lower energy but

8



higher angular momentum than in the statistical region. The yrast-Iike transitions are of

interest to the y-rny speetroscopist because they can clearly reveal the properties of

nucleus [GRE99].

A ... 160

25

20

(a.4n)
10

I L
NoJevels

Stalislical
cascade

5

J J .....-.....---- <if'
0

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

1

rlg 1.4:A schematic diagram ifextitt1liDn energy as angular mDmentum in the A '" 190 regiDn
indicating statistica! andyrast cascades after (a,4n) and ("Ar,4n) reactions !l\ilL95).

1.6 Aim ofthis study

The initial purpose of this experin1em was to calibrate the AFRODlTE array for the

measurement of lifetimes with the Recoil Shadow Anisorropy Method (RSAM) using the

lifetime of known isomers [Glc'E04]; however the ~"Perin1ent also yielded new dara on

~xcited srates in l%Hg. The main aim of this project is to study high spin states in 196Hg

that were popuhted in the 198Pt (il,6n) reaction at an incidem energy of 65 MeV.

9



CHAPTER I Introduction

Although this is the same reaction used by Mehta et aL \MEH91] the pres=t experiment

was done with a substantially larger array of y-deteetors allowing the observation of

weaker transitions. This study will focus on the detennination of spins and parities of

newly observed levels as well as of levels for which previous assignments were tentative.

This is done by measuring Directional Correlation of Oriented states (DCO ratios) in

order to detennine the multipole order of gamma transitions, and by measuring linear

polarization from Compton scatrered events in the clover detectors. Polarization

(Anisotropy) is measured from the asymmetry between vertical and horizontal Compton

scattered events and can be used to distinguish between electric and magnetic transitions.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows; chapter 2 gives full details of experimental

techniques and equipments that are going to be used in this project. Experimental data

analysis is giv= in chapter 3 which concentrates in DCO ratio and anisotropy

measurements. The ""l'erimental results and discussions will be given in chapter 4. In

chapter 5, conclusion and outlook will be presented.

10



CHAPTER 2 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND
EQUIPMENT

2.1 Interaction ofy-rays with matter

There are several ways in which y~rays interact with matter. The way in which y~rays and

X~rays behave greatly differs from that of charged particle. The difference is due to the

fact that X~rays and y~rays are uncharged and therefore do not interact with the Coulomb

field of the atomic electtons. As a result they are many rimes more penettating than

charged particles. It is important to know how y~rays interact ~with matter through the

three dominant processes namely; the photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, and pair

production, since these processes determine the response of detectors to y~rays.

2.1.1 Photoelectric effect

The Photoelecrtic effect involves the absorption of the energy of the incident photon by

an atomic electron in the absorber material. Most of the energy of the y~ray is ttansferred

to the electron, which is ejected from the atom, leaving it in an excited state. The

photoelectron is ejected 'with a kinetic energy given by:

T" = El - B, 2.1

where B,is the binding energy of the electron. The excited atom from which the electron

was ejected will subsequently capture an electron to fill the hole and will de~excite to the

ground state by emitting X-rays. The photoelectric absorption is dominant for low

energy photons « 200 keY) [MCC84]. The interaction depends upon atomic number Z

with the absorption cross~sectionbeing approximated as:

(J"OCz
n

2.2

where n is normally between 4 and 5 depending on the absorber material. The

dependence e-,p!ains the choice of high~Z material for shielding purposes and for use in

y detectors.

11



CHAPTER 2 Experimental Techniques And Equipment

Incident Photon
•

Fig 2.1: iflustrates the Photoelectric Effect process {NDTOOj.

2.1.2 Compton scattering

This process is illustrared in fig 2.2. It is known ro be me besr understood process in

phoron interactions. The Compton scattering process rakes place between me incident y

ray phomo and an electroo in the absorber ma[erial. During the Compmn scattering

process, an incidenr y-ray phomn inreracrs with an atomic electron and is deflected

through at an angle 6 wim respect m me original direction. 10 this process me phomn

transfers part of its energy and momentum to the electron (assumed ro be ar res[ before

the interaction). The electron, known as a recoil electron, is ejecred from me amm

leaving ir in an excired stare.

The expression which relates me energy transferred and the scattering angle are derived

from the principle of conservation of energy and momentum simuhaneous1y as:

12



Er
2.4

where Er is the incident energy, E~ is energy of the scattered photon at an angle aand

tlluC2 is electron rest mass energy (0.511 MeV). Energy transferred always depends on the

scattering angle i.e. for small a very little energy transferred. From eq=tion 2.4, the

maximum energy transfer to the electron occurs at 1)=".

recoil electron

incident gamDla ra)"

E'y

scattered photon

rIg 2.2: illustrates Compton scatteringprocesJ

Compton scattenng IS most probable in the 200-1000 keV energy range and the

probability decreases rapidly ,,:ith increasing energy. The probability of Compron

scattering per atom depends on the number of electrons available as scattenng targets

and therefore increases linearly ",.;th Z [FU'\!099].

2.1.3 Pair production

The pair production process is illustrated in fig 2.3. This process occurs onl, if the

gamma-ray energy exceeds m';ce the rest-mass energy of an electron (1.022 MeV). The

process of pair production involves Lhe transfonnation of a photon into an electron

positron pair as primarr products. The process rakes place in the vicinity of the nuclear

13



CHAPTER 2 Experimental Techniques And Equipment

field of the nucleus. Above the 'threshold' (1.022 MeV) energy, probability for pair

production increases steadily with increasing energy. Excess photon energy over the

threshold is converted into kinetic energy shared by the positron and electron.

E y
incident gamma ray

t"Iectron

annihilation photons

Fig 2.3: i/lnstrates Pair Production process

The positron is slowed down due to the energy loss through the interactions with atomic

electrons in the surrounding medium. After coming to rest the positron annihilates with

an electron to form [Wo annihilation photons each having energy of 0.511 MeV as

secondary products. The two annihilation photons are emitted in opposite direction to

each other for conservation of momentum.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the different regions for all three major types of gamma-ray

interaction with mattet. The graph shows how each interaction depends on energy and Z

of an absorber.
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Fig 2.4: illustrates diffmmt ngions whm each ofgamma-ray interaction dominates.

2.1.4 Attenuation

The three interaction processes described above cause a well collimated photon beam to

be attenuated. The photon may undergo photoelectric absorption or pair production

where it disappears altogether or Compton scattering where it is deflected away from a

detector placed at forward direction.

The dependence of photon intensity on absorber thickness is most easily calculated in a

well-collimated beam. Consider a beam of intensity I photons per second, incident on a

thin section (thickness dx) in a slab of material whose atotnic density is N. If the total

interaction cross section per atom of material is cr, the rate of removal of photons from

the beam is given by:

dI =-Nrrldx

The total cross-section has contriburion from all three inreraction processes.

a=CJpe+Zac+O"pp

15
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where (jpe and (jpp are atomic photoelectric and pair production cross-sections

respectively, and (j, is the Compton scattering cross-section for a single electron as

illustrated in fig 2.5 [LIL01]. Equation 2.9 leads to the transmitted intensity passing

through a thickness t being given by:

I-le-pt
- 0 2.11

where fl represent attenuation coefficient and t is a thickness of the material.

BGOGe

10
~total ~total

~cs ~cs

1 y '\

,, ,
, ,

~pe ,
0.1

~pe
, ::':"',
,

~pp-~\ ,
'I i

,
~pp .>: .

0.01
, .

0.01 0.1 1 10 0.01 0.1 1 10

Energy (MeV)

WOO ,-,.---------------,

Fig 2.5: shoWJ the linear attenuation coeJfttient ifboth Ge and BGO.
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2.2 Experhnent equipment

In order to study high-spin states in nuclei, the following equipment are usually used:

• Accelerator to produce the desired accelerated projectile particles.

• Beam lines to deliver the beam to the target.

• Appropriate reactions to produce the nuclei of interest with sufficient reaction

rates and

• Detectors with high y-tays efficiency and good resolution.

2.2.1 Overview of iThemba LABS facility

The iThemba Laboratory fot Accelerator Based Science (LABS) is located at Faure, 30

km away from Cape Town, South Africa. Currently there are four particle accelerators in

opetation at the labotatory, two solid pole cyclotrons, a separate-sector-cyclotron (SSC),

and a 6 MY Van der Graaff accelerator. The Van der Gtaaff accelerator is mostly used to

study material science. The large k-200 SSC (having dimensions of 13.2 m in diametet

and 7 m in height) can accelerates protons up to 200 MeV, and heavier particles to much

higher energies.

The accelerated charged particles are fed to the SSC vill one of the two smaller solid-pole

injector cyclotrons that is able to accelerate proton up to 8 Me\'. One of the injectors

provides intense beams of light ions and is used for radio-isotope production and radio

therapy.

The second injector accelerator has external ion sources that provide polarized protons

and heavy ions beams such as krypton, argon and carbon. The schematic layout of beam

lines are shown in Fig 2.6 and the definition of symbols are also given in table 2-1.
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FQ( 2.6: shows the layout ofbeam at zThemba L4BS.

Table 2-1: gives the descriptions for the abbreviations used in iThemba U\BS layout.

Abbreviation I Description Details

A Scattering chamber beam line

D

ECR

ECD

F

G

IP

L

P

SPCl

SPC2

SSC

TC

TR

TL

Collimated neutron beam facility

Electron Cyclotron Resonance ion source

Electron and Cable Distribution

High-energy gamma-tay detectors (AFRODITE array)

Gamma-ray angular correlation table

Isotope production facility

Low-energy experimental area

Polarized-ion source

Solid-pole injector cyclotron for light ions

ISolid-ion cyclotron for heaYy and polarized ions

, Separated-Sector Cyclotron

I Isocenmc system for neutron therapy,
Horizontal beam line for proton therapy

Beam lines for proton

18



2.2.2 AFRODITE array

AFRODITE, an acronym for the AFRican Otnni-purpose Detector for Innovative

Techniques and Experiments, was commissioned at iThemba LABS (previously known

as National Accelerator Centre (NAC») early in 1998. The AFRODITE array is used to

detect both X- and y-ray energies i.e. low and high energy photons, with high efficiency.

The AFRODITE array-frame, has a rhombicuboetahedron shape (see figure 3.1), with a

total of eighteen square facets at 45, 90, 135 degrees with respect to the beam direction.

Although in principle sixteen square facets can be accommodated only fifteen of these

can be achieved since the top most square facet, positioned at 90° with respect to the

beam direction, is used to support the hydraulic target ladder positioner [NEW98]. There

are two types of High Purity Germanium (HPGe) y-ray detectors that are being used in

the array, namely the eight composite Clover detectors and eight Low-Energy Photon

Spectrometers (LEPS).

The clover detectors are each housed inside a symmetric Bismuth Getrninate (Bi.Ge,Oz

or BGO) suppression shield as discussed in section 2.2.6 (Compton suppression). The

purpose of the BGO is to reject events in which incident y-rays interacting in a clover are

Compton scattered out of the detector, thus enhancing the ratio of full-energy to partial

energy events (called the peak-to-total, (PIT) ratio).

For an ideal radiation energy detector, the most important requirement factor is the

energy resolution. The energy resolution is measured by detetrnination of the FULL

WIDTH at HALF J\L~'CnvruM (FWHM) of the photopeak, for mono-energetic y

radiation. The relative resolution at a given energy E is given by oEIE(%), where bE is

the FWHM at energy E. The relative energy resolution, for the clover detectors, is about

1 keY at 350 keY.
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Fig 2.7: shows the AFRODITE array with kopton windows on the 16 squarejam.

2.2.3 Germanium detectors

Gennan.ium detectors are large reverse bllised p-n junction diodes. In order ro function

as a good y-ray detecror the material must have a high absorption coefficient; this can be

provided by a material of high aromic number to enhance the photoelectric cross section.

It must also have the low band gap for conduction to occur and must also have low level

of impurities thus gennan.ium, is superior to silicon. At a junction between n- and p-type

materials, the electrons from n-type material can diffuse across the junction to p-type

material and combine with the holes. The charge carriers neutralized and give rise to a

region of net zero charge. This region is known as a depletion region (d) which depends

on both the reverse bUts voltage applied and concentrarion of germanium impurity as,

(
V)1/2

d'" 
N

2.12

From this equarion it can be seen that decreasing the impurity concentrarion N will result

in an increasing in the size of deplerion region. High purity germanium (HPGe) has an

impurity concentrarion of around one in 1012 atom which allows a deplerion region of

several centimeters to be achieved.
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The net positive chatge on one side of the junction, and net negative charge on the other

side set up an electric field gradient across the depletion region. The y-rays interact with

germanium as discussed in section 2.1 to produce electron-hole paits in the depletion

region, which will then be swept to the edges of the detector due to the presence of

electric field gradient, constituting the electric curtent. The minimum energy required fot

creating an electron-hole pair in gennanium is approximately - 3 eV as opposed to - 5

eV in Si. The larger number of electron-hole pairs produced per MeV in Ge give rise to

better energy resolution. Germanium detecrors have to be operated at liquid nitrogen

temperature of 77 K to reduce thermal excitation of electtons.

2.2.4 Clover detector

Gover detectors consist of four separate n-type coaxial HPGe crystals which ate

arranged about 0.2 mm apart as sho\\m in fig 2.8 [JON98]. Four crystals with ditnensions

of 70 mm in length and 50 mm in diameter each, ate housed in the same cryostat (see fig

2.9). In order to achieve maximum close packing, the crystals were tapered over 36 mm

from the front face giving a 41x41 mm squire front face. Each clover crystal element has

it own associated electronics and signals ate processed independently. The resulting high

granulatiry of these detectors allow more ac=ate Doppler correction and decrease

Doppler broadening effects, thus improving energy resolution in experiments where

recoil reaction products ate not stopped in the target. The close geometry of the four

crystals also allow for the process of add-back, where by pattial energies, e.g. from

Compton scattering events in adjacem element, can be added to reconstruct the full

energy. Generally only vettical and horizontal scattered double hit events ate included in

the add-back (e.g. elemem 1 and 2 or 2 and 3 in fig 2.8), while diagonal or 3 hit evems ate

assumed to come from more than one incident y and ate ignored. ~'hile the relative

efficiency of each elemem is -23% the total relative efficiency with add-back is -130%.

Add-back also improves the peak-to-rotal rario. Therefore clover detecrors ate ideal for

detecring high energy gamma-rays because of cheir high rotal phoro peak efficiency and

high resolving power.
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Fig 2.8: showsfour separate n-type coaxial HPGe crystals JON98;.
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F~ 2.9: shows dover detector coupled by LNdilling system

2.2.5 LEPS detectors

The Low-Energy Photon Speetrometer (LEPS) detector is important for the

measurement of low energy photons. The LEPS detectors consist of single p-type HPGe

crysGl1s in a planar geometry that are electrically segmented into four quadrants [VYM03]

with the dimensions of 10 mm thick and 60 mm diameter. The spectrum from each

quadrant is processed separately. Some important specification of the AFRODlTE array

for LEPS is given in Table 2-2 [NEW98]. The LEPS detectors have better enetgy and

time resolution at low energies, but the efficiency drop very rapidly with in creasmg

energy. They are thus only useful for y-energies below - 200-300 keY.
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Table 2-2: shows other important specifications of both clover and LEPS detectors.

Specification Clovers LEPS

Supplier Eurisys Eurisys

Number at the AFRODlTE 8 8

Total opening angle" 23.2° 28.3°

Solid angle per detectorb 1.34%' 1.57%

D' 196= 119mmcc

D" 20 mm 15mm

Definition of superscripts:

a for a 4 mm gap between target chamber and end-cap,

b for the percenrage of 4", and

c for a 0.2 mm distance between crystals.

D" - the disrance from crystal surface to the target center.

D" - the disrance from the detector end-cap to the crystal surface.

2.2.6 Compton suppression

Compton suppression is a technique that improves the signal-ta-background ratio by

reducing unwanted events where the full y-ray energy is not observed due to Compton

scattering out of the detector. A high resolution gamma-ray detector, like germanium, is

surrounded by a high efficiency inorganic scintillator detector to detect the escape

scattered gamma-rays. The two detectors are operated in an anti-coincidence mode, so

that events that occur at the same time in both detectors are rejected. Both NaI and

EGO have been used for this purpose but BGO has a strong advanrage in detection

efficiency over NaI because of its high density (-7.3 g/mc~ and atomic number (Z).

BGO also has excellent riming properties. The typical example of the pyramid like shape

of EGO Campton suppression shield is shown in fig 2.10. Figure 2.10 also shows the
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tapered heavy metal colliJruitor with a 35 mm by 35 mm entrance window for gamma

rays ar the fronr end.

.- Heavy metal
collimator

F(g 2.10: sbows tbe BCG Compton suppression s-bidding

Fig 2.11 shows an example of suppressed and unsuppressed spectra taken ",-irh a wCo

source. The normali2ation of both suppressed and unsuppressed spectra is done such

that the number of counts in the photo peaks is constant.

The factor by which the background is reduced is obtained by taking the ratio of

unsuppressed to the suppressed spectrum and is called the Compton Suppression Factor

(CSF'). A typical example, of the CFS, measured for the energy range from 300-800 keY,

approximately 1.4 [1\HB03].
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Fig 2.11: shows the spectra ofgamma rqys emittedfollowing beta~decqy 0[60Co to 6ONi. The upper
spectrum was obtained with an unsuppressed Ge detector, the lower one with the Ge detector inside an

escape suppression shield [GRE99].

2.3 Rotationalmodel

2.12

There are different modes of collective behaviot known in nuclei, namdy rotation,

vibration, deformed nuclei and superdeformation but in this work we are only concerned

with rotational states because 196Hg is known to be non~spherical or deformed. The

deformed nuclei are knov.n to dispuy rotational bands in their spectra. A rotational band

reflects the collective movement of a nucleus which changes the orientation of the

system without necessanly changing the shape or intrinsic structure of the nucleus. The

kinetic energy associated with the rotation of a rigid body is classically given by:

1 ,
E=-Joor

2

If the nucleus is described as a rotating sYStem, the energy due to the rotation is given

quantum mechanically as:
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2.13

In the above equations, 10 represent the moment of inertia which depends on the shape

and internal structure of the nucleus. E~fT) is the excitation energy of the level with

angular momentum I of the rotational band and w represents angular frequency.

2.4 Rotational bands

2.4.1 Ground-state bands (g.s.b.) of even-even nuclei

The ground state bands of deformed even-even nuclei consist of stretched E2 transitions

that are built above the 0- ground state. i\.I1 the nucleons are paired and the nucleus

rotares as a whole around the rotational axis, which is perpendicular to the symmetry axis

of the nucleus. The spins of the levels are given as: Y=O+, T, 4+, 6-, ere. and the energies

of the levels are given by the equation 2.13 above.

2.4.2 Strongly-coupled bands

Strongly-coupled bands reflect the rotation of nuclei 'with one or more odd nucleons

I-'
when the single particle angular momentum j is coupled to the collective rotation of

the nucleus R. The projection of J on the symmetry 3-"';' of the nucleus, K =Q is a

good quantum number as shown in figure 2.12(a). These bands are observed for

relatively large nuclear defomution and not very high rotational frequencies. The bands

contain stretched Ml and E2 transitions. The angular momenta of the levels are: I=K,

K +1, K +2, K +3, etc and the excitation energies are given by:
,

Ea'=2~ [I(I+l)-K
2

J
o

2.4.3 Decoupled bands

ifK,tOl/2 2.14

Decoupled bands reflea the rotation of nuclei with one or more odd nucleons, for which

the odd particles are decoupled from the nuclear rotation. Their angular momentum j is
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aligned along the rotation axis (see figure 2.12 (b)) and their motion is independent of the

collective rotation of the nucleus. The bands consist of stretched E2 transitions. The

projection of j along the rotational axis, i, (good quanrom number) is called alignment.

The projection of the total angular momenrom I along the rotational axis, I r is called the

aligned angular momentum. The spin and the energies of the levels are given by equation

2.15, respectively:

,
I=i, i+2, i+4, ele and Ecr,(I) = 2i [(I -iXI -i+ I)]

o
2.15

x

(b)
R

-1---+---I----.... z

R

x

-+--~---1';;"''';';'''''''I-... z

Fig 2.12: zllustrates the two extreme coupling schemes; defOrmation alignment (leftfigure) and rotation
alignment (rightJigure)from !UE78".
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2.5 Angular distribution

In heavy-ion compound nuclear reactions (HI,xnpa), the multipohrity of the transitions

and the spins and parities of the levels are generally determined through the

measurement of angular distributions, angular correlations and linear polarizations of y

tays. The angular distribution of y-rays W(B) is a measurement of the intensity as a

function of the angle ewith respect to the beam direction or to the nuclear spin axis. The

angular distribution function for the case I j ---+ Ifis given by,

W(B) = LArP«cosB) 2.16
""'en

where Ar -coefficients are theoretically calculated coefficients which depends on the

initial and final nuclear spins, on the multipole order of the radiation and on the nUxing

ratio o.
In compound nuclear reactions, it has been established that a ",-ide range of excited states

populated in these reactions are well aligned [FER65,YAM67] so that gamma rays exhibit

angular distributions depending upon the multipohrities and spin sequences. The

simplest technique to analyze the experimental data is to regard the degree of alignment

as a parameter that can be determined experimentally or evaluated based on a certain

model. The degree of alignment of a state possessing spin I is specified by population

parameters Pm (I) . The degree of alignment is usually determined through a measurement

of W (B) for a numbet of known M = 2 transitions. The attenuation caused by a

teduction in the degree of alignment affects only the magnitudes of A2 and A4 • Angular

distribution alone can deduce change in spin M but it can not deduce change in parity

all".

2.5.1 Angular correlations

Gamma-ray angular correlation measurements are one of the classical y-spectroscopic

IDOls for determining the spin and parities (1) of srates and multipole miwg ratios of

transitions. The theory of directional correlations of gamma-radiation emitted from

oriented states is well developed and discussed by Steffen and Alder [SIT75]. In most
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applications, the theory of DCa ratio measurem=ts can be simplified with respect ro

the g=eral directional correlation theory raking inro accounr the experimental conditions

[KRA89]:

• that unpolarized beams are employed, and

• that the detectors are ins=sitive to the polarization of the gamma-rays.

The DCa method is similar to the angular distribution method, and is used when the

measured angular distribution data points (number of angle) are insufficient for the

accurate fitting "vith an angular distribution function. Angular correlations or Directional

Correlations of y-rays from Oriented states of nuclei (Dca) measurements involve the

determination of the coincidence intensities for two y-rays which are detected at two

different angles i.e. 8, and 82 with respect to the beam direction. The DCa ratios are

d fin d R I(B,) Th . . . . .• high· be e as == --. ese ratlos are msensltlve to spm lor Spill states ut are
I(B,)

sensitive to relative spins and multipolarities [SIGOl].

Advantages of DCa measurement in comparison with the study of angular distributions

are that:

• weak transitions can be studied

• members of multiplets can be analyzed and

• no normalization to the beam charge is necessary.

2.6 The linearpolarization ofy-rays

To determine whether the radiation is electric or nugnettc in character, additional

measurements are necessary since the angular distribution coefficients A2 and A" are the

same for E and M radiation. It is however possible to distinguish between electric and

magnetic radiation by determining the direction of the electric field E "'rith respect to the

axis of quantization, since this field will be either parallel or perpendicular to this :LTIs.

We thus need to measure the polarization of the y-radiation. It is known that all

polarimeters for linearly polarized gamma radiation rely on the facr thar in Compton

scattering there is a preferred direction of scattering of the scattered photon relative to
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the electric vector of the incident 'I-ray photon. TIlls can be seen from the Klein-Nishina

cross-section formula [SCH98] given by,

d
KN 2 (E')2(E' E )a ~ .22--(B 1jJ)=- - -+--2sm Beos IjJ

dO. ' 2 E E E' 2.17

where ro is the classical electron radius, ro ,,"2.818 fm, E and E' are the energies of the

incoming and the outgoing photon respectively, B is the angle of the outgoing photon

with respect to the incident photon, and IjJ is the angle between the electric vector of the

incident 'I-ray and the reaction plane containing the incident and scattered photon (see fig

2.13). The equation 2.17 shows that the maximum cross-section of scattering is at

1jJ=90°.

The degree of polarization at the angle Bto the beam direction is defined as,

P(B) = IW(B,OO) -W(B,900)]
LW(B,OO) +W(B,900)

2.18

2.19

where W(B,lb) is the probability of the emission of ay-ray from an aligned state at the

angle B to the alignment axis and ,,:ith the electric field vector at an angle IjJ to the

reaction plane. If they-ray is completely polarized in the reaction plane in fig 2.13, then

P(B)=+1 [OL"'75]. Experimentally we measure the polarization anisotropy as,

5(B) = (No -Ng,J
(No +N9Q)

where Nu and No" are the areas under the photopeaks of a given 'I-ray measured in two

polarimeters with detectors in parallel and perpendicular to the reaction plane,

respectively. For the clover detectors in _\FRODlTE this would correspond to

horizontally and vertically scarrered 'I-rays. P(8) and 5(8) are rela[ed to each other by:

P(B)=S(B) / Q

31
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where Q is a measure of the sensitivity of a system of finite detectors to linear

polarization. Q is related to the asymmetry It, the ratio of the cross section from

Compton scattering of the photon into direction paraIld and perpendicular to the

polarization vector as,

and R is given by

da ~- (parallel)
R=dQ da

dQ (perpendicular)

2.21

2.22

Duchene et aI, [DDC99] reported values of Q for clover detectors that vary from 0.24 at

low energy 280 keY to 0.10 at higher energies (1300 keY).

/

/

i
/ /

Fig 2.13: illustrate angleJ and vectors involved in a reaction sew'dive to the linearpolarization ifay-ray
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2.7 Multipolarity andganuna ray selection rules

The gamma-ray photon energy (Ey) is equal to the difference or transition energy

between the init:ial and final nuclear states. An excited nucleus truly lose its energy by

either emission of y-ray photon or internal conversion. Gamma radiation is the same type

of electromagnetic radiation as others, where a change in electric field induces a magnetic

field and we versa. A classical electromagnetic field produced by oscillating charges and

current transmits not only energy but also angular momentum. The angular momentum

of the photon between init:ial and final transition states must be conserved following the

vector equation 2.22.

2.22

A photon carries away angular momentum of truLgnimde Lb., where L can have an integer

value greater than zero [LILO!]. A y-ray photon with multipolarity L is either electric

(EL) or magnetic (}.1L), or a mi..,ture of these. Emitting a gamma photon with

multipolarity L changes the spin I of the nucleus according to the selection rule, stating

that between two nuclear states the largest possible value of L is f, + f 1 and the smallest

possible value is if, - f 11· This rule is given as,

if,-f/!:50L:50f,+fl (noL=O)

The change in parity 1I for EL and J'vll. transitions is governed by:

2.23

for EL transitions

Jr,Jr1 =(_ly-J for ML transitions

index i andfdenore initial and final respectively.

Then,

!'17r =no:

!'17r = yes:

even electric, odd magnetic

odd electric, even magnetic.

For radiative transitions, L=O is nor pennirred because it ",ill lead ro monopole

transitions [KRA.88].
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2.8 Propagation oferrors

In experimental work the various quantities which are measured will have errors

associated with them. In the measurements of DCa ratios (Rnco) and polarization

anisotropy (Ap), we were required to estimate errors associated with this measurements.

Since the errors on areas detennmed from the GF3 program tend to be unrealistically

small, we first detennme errors at a few energies and extrapolate the errors linearly in

energy and then propagate using appropriate mathematical formulas.

In both cases, i.e. Rnco and Ap we assumed the measured quantities are independent. In

the case ofDCa ratios, the combined error is given by,

2.24

In Ap measurements, the number of counts in vertical scattered y-rays (Nv) is

independent of the number of counts in horizontal scattered y-rays (N,.), and thus the

errot is given by,

J 2 'J

M =2.fi VH I(Ov) +(OH)-
P n' V V H

2.25

where n=V+H a rotal number of counts, in our case V and H stands for vertical and

horizontal scattered events respectively.
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CHAPTER 3

3.1 Experiment

EXPERIMENTAL DATA ANALYSIS

The data used in this project were obtained from an experiment where high spin states in

196Hg that were populated by the 198Pt(et,6n) reaction at incident beam energy of 65 MeV.

The experiment was performed at iThemba LABS with the AFRODlTE array, and the

beam was supplied by SSc. The target of 200 [1g/cm2 198Pr was used with an enrichment

of 96%. The original purpose of the experiment was to calibrate the AFRODlTE array

for lifetime measurement with the Recoil Shadow Ani.sotropy Method (RSA",\{) [GUE01]

making use of the known lifetimes nanosecond isomers in l%Hg. Although this is the

same reaction used by Mehta et aL[MEH91] as discussed in section 1.5 (Introduction), the

present experiment was done with a substantially larger array of gamma detectors

allmving the obserliation of weaker transitions. The data contains both timing and energy

information and was recorded on the digital-linear tapes (DLT). In the first part of the

experiment -4 x 108 y-y coincidence events were recorded with 7 clovers at 90° and 4

LEPS at 45°, and 1 clover and 3 LEPS at 135°. This arrangement was needed for the

RSAM calibration a.'1d is not ideal for DCO ratio measurements which are essential for

spin assignment. A further -1 x 108 coincidence events were recorded with 4 clovers and

3 LEPS at 90°, 4 LEPS at 45° and 3 clovers and 1 LEPS at 135° to assisr in the

measurements of DCO ratios. The y-y coincidence events were sorted into matrix form,

after energy calibration and raking into account the Doppler shift effect. The details of

electronics used in this experiment and data processing modules are given in ref.

IROD01].

3.2 Data analysis

Since a masters thesis projecr is strongly limited in time, it is nor possible to perform

every single srep in the data analysis of an ,,-,periment performed with such complex

detector sysrelTIS as "\FRODlTE, therefore, almost all data used in the analysis was

already sorted beforehand, into matrices and spectra suitable for further coincidence
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analysis. The project concentrated on the determination of spms and parities by

Ineasuring the multipolatity of emitted y-rays using DCa and linear polarization

measurements. In addition a y-y coincidence analysis was done to confirm the level

scheme that was previously obtained frOIn this data set [LAW06].

The event-by-event y-energtes measured with clover detectors were sorted into two

dimensional matrices after energy calibration and Doppler shift correction and correction

for drift during runs. From the RadWate softwate that was developed by David Radford

two packages [RAD95] were used in this project.

1. Escalator (ESCL8R) and

lL GF3

Escalator is important for the energy level scheme construction and gating process with

symmetric matrices. The GF3 package is more important for the gtaphic display and

analysis of one dimensional spectra e.g. for peak fitting and atea. GF3 is also used for the

generation of backgtound-subtraction, gate spectra and total projections from

asymmetric matrices e.g. as ate used in DCa measurements.

3.2.1 Energy calibration

Radioactive sources used for the energy calibration ate europium (l5ZEu) and barium

('''Ba). The 152Eu and "'Ba sources emit gamma-rays in the range of 45 - 1408 keY and

30 - 400 keY, including their X-rays, respectively. Energy calibration data were recorded

before and after every weekend during the experiment. The peak cemroids for all the y

peaks in the Eu and Ba spectra were determined by a peak fitting progtam and energy

calibration coefficients were determined by fitting equations i.e. lineat, quadratic. In this

experiment a linear energy calibration was used to calibrate the energy vs channel number

data.

3.2.2 Doppler shift

If a y-ray source moves ar velocity t', the detecred gam=a-rays undergo Doppler shifr.

The relationship berween the dererred and emitted gamma-rays energy is given by:
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EO~
Er = r - - E~(l+pcosB)

I-pcosB
3.1

where Er is the energy of the detected y-ray at an angle 6, E~ is the emitted gamma-ray

energy and ~ is the ratio ofvelocity v to the speed of light c i.e. ~=v/ c.

Equation 3.1 shows that the maximum Doppler shifts are observed along the beam

direction i.e. at =Ooand 180°, while the minimum is at angle 6=90°.

Taking into account the solid angle subtended by the detector, the energy difference

between the energy entering the detector at angle ()-d() and angle ()+d() is given by:

then

M =2£; sin BsindB

3.2

3.3

Equation 3.3 shows that the Doppler Effect broadening is maximum at 6= 90° and zero

at 6= 0°. The small size of each detector element obtained through segmentation of the

crystals, reduce the uncertainty in the angle 6 and thus the energy E. can be better

calculated

3.3 Gamma-gamma matrices

Complex nuclear level schemes are deduced mainly from the analysis of y-y coincidence

matrices. The information obtained from these matrices is qualitative and quantitative.

For instance, to determine which y-rays are in coincidence is qualitative information. To

detemllne how much of the feeding or decay of a given level can be ascribed to differem

ttansitions, is quantitative information [VA1"l89J.

If twO gamma-rays are detected in coincident with energies E., and E'2 the pair (E"(I'E.,;,),

is referred to as a v-v coincidence. Those v-v coincidence events are stored in a two-J , , ,

dimensional energy histogram (usually referred to as rhe symmettized matri" wirh 4096 x
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4D96 channels). The energy of one photon is placed on one axis of the matrix, and the

energy of the other coincident photon on the other axis. The matrix is normally

symmetrized by increasing the matti" with (EY1,E,,), (EY2'E,,) for ""ch coincidence. The

total projection of the matrix is obtained by projection of all counts onto one energy axis,

which results in a one-dimensional y-ray spectrum. Selecting a narrow region around a

photo-peak on one of the two energy axes and projecting onto the other axis, all the y

ray energies in coincidence with thar peak to obtain a coincidence y-ray spectrum is

referred to as gating. In this work all the spectra were background-subtracted duting the

analysis.

3.4 The linearpolarization analysis

Linear polarization measurements can be perfonned with gamma ray arrays containing

clover detectors. The clover detectors consist of four different HPGe crystals embedded

in the same cryostat (see fig 2.9), allowing the observation of Compton scattered events

between different elements in the clover detector. The experimental data was sorted in

such a way that the events corresponding to the scattering parallel to the plane defined by

the beam direction and the y-ray direction are sorted in a specrrum called "horizontal"

and those corresponding to the scattering perpendicular to this plane are sorted in a

spectrum called "vertical". In general, one measures the polarization anisotropy V\) as:

N v -dVH
~ 3.4

N v +E:NH

where N v and N H are the counts measured, fot the analyzed y-line in the vertical and

horizontal spectra respectively and ~ is the relative efficiency of the detector crystal. For

this work, the relative detector efficiency E was measured using a europium source and

found to be 1.0. The polarization anisotropy has positive sign for stretched electric

transitions and negative sign for stretched rnagneric transitions and it is opposi[e for

unstretched transitions. c\ specrrum constructed as the difference bem·een the spectra of

verrical and horizomal double-hit events NV-EN" is shown in figure 3.1. The peaks with

positive number of counts tepresem stretched electric rransirions, while these with
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negative number of counts show stretched tnJIgDetic transitions. As discussed above,

clover detectors have been used to perform the linear polarization measurements but

their sensitivity to the polarization of y transitions will be reduced due to the close

packing of the crystals. The polarization anisotropy is proportional to the linear

polarization P, and the quality factor Q (equation 2.20). From the results of Duchene et

aL[DUC99] we can expect the absolute value of the anisotropy to be -0.05 - 0.15. The

linear polarization is proportional to polarization anisotropy.

In this project we were unable to get the similar spectra as in fig 3.1 for the

determination of the multipolarity. The reason being that, (i) the peaks in vertical and

horizontal spectra were superimposed on the large background, (u) low probability of the

double-hit (two crystals hit in coincidence) events in the clover detectors results in low

statistics obtained in the spectra, and (ill) Since a thin target was used, peaks are Doppler

broadened as a result of recoil into vacuum. The Doppler broadening is however not the

same for vertical and horizontal scattered events resulting in differences in peak shapes.

Subtraction of spectra therefore gave large positive or negative spikes as a result of the

differences in peak shape. Therefore in order to measure polarization anisotropy, spectra

were generated from vertical and horizontal total projection spectra with some gate set

on them.

The polarization anisotropy was therefore obtained from peak areas using equation 3.4.

Vertical and horizontal spectra for transition of interest, after gating on suitable

coincident transitions, were obtained by sorting the energy calibrated event data.

Background subtracted peak areas were obtained using GF3 and errors were estimated

by combining the statistical errors on the total area and on the area of the background

under the peak.
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Fig 3.1: sholVspolarization spectrum N JrcNH obtained with Eurogam-II. N v and Nil comspond to
measured count number ofvertical and horizontal double-hit events [GIJE99].

3.5 DCO ratio measurements

In the AFRODlTE array, the Ge detectors are arranged to be at angles 45, 90, 135

degrees with respect co the beam direction. Due to symmetry around 90° data at 45°and

135° can be combine and is referred CO as 45° data. DCO rano measurement with the

AFRODlTE array are normally done by sorting y-y coincidence data into a symmetric

45°-45° matrices and asymmetric 90°-45° matrices. DCO ratios can then be obtained as

the rano of the areas of peaks in projections onto the 45° and 90° axes respectively

[ROU01,~Lo\B03]. Alternatively, it is also possible to construct two asymmetric matrices

of 45° vs "all" and 90° vs "all" where "all" refers to y-tays detected at any angle (45°, 90°,

or 135°). The DCO ranos are determined as above from projections onto the 45° and

90° a-,'es. It has been shown that for the AFRODlTE geometry these two methods are

equally sensitive at discriminating between dipole and quadrupole transitions [l\L\S05].
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In this analysis the latter method was used since it gives more counts in the pxojected

spectra.

The DCa analysis could only be done on data from the second part of the experiment

where detectoxs were placed at 45°, 90° and 135° giving only -10' events, thus the

impwvement in statistical acew:acy was needed. Gates on transitions close to the

transition of interest axe placed on the "all" axis fox both matrices to get 45° and 90°

spectra xespeetively (see fig 3.2). Both the 45° and 90° spectra wexe backgwund

subtracted by putting a gate on "clean" background xegions neax the gating transition in

both matrices, to fmm the backgwund spectra.

After nonnalization for the width of the gates the 45° backgwund spectra weXe

subtracted from the 45° spectra and the Saxile was done for 90°. The axeas of peaks in the

final background subtracted spectra wexe obtained by fitting in GF3 and Dca ratios

(Row) were then calculated from the peak axeas for 45° (A,45°) and 90° (A,900) using

equation 3.5.

3.5

The importance of background subtraction is to reduce the amount of contamination

from other Hg isotope nuclei. W'here possible DCa ratios for a single transition weXe

obtained from different gates in order to check the consistency of the measurement and

to ensure that contamination is avoided.

The Rum ratios for the previously known dipole and quadrupole transitions for 196Hg

were determined and for stretched dipole (M=l) and stretched quadrupole (~I=2)

transitions, average RDm were O.5S±O.l 0 and 0.87±0.13 xespectively.
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Fig 3.2: shows the totalprojection spectrafor both 45 and 90 degrees
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CHAPTER 4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND

DISCUSSION

4.1 Experimental Results

This chapter presents the experimental results for both DCa ratio and polarization

anisotropy.'\ measurements with the uncertainty associated with them.

4.1.1 The oflevel scheme of 196Hg

Before the start of this project the y-y coincidence data obtained in the experiment

described in section 3.1 were used to extend the level scheme of 196Hg [LAW06]. The

previously known level scheme [MEH91] is shown in figure 4.8, while the extended level

scheme obtained from the present data is shown in figure 4.11 where spin and parity

assignments of new levels or of cases where spins and parities where previously unknown

are based on this srody, as described in section 3.1.2 and 3.1.3.

Although the construction of the energy level scheme was outside the scope of this wot:k,

y-y coincidence relations were extensively studied to confirm the energy levels and y

decay paths given in figure 4.11, and are therefore briefly described. The level scheme

was investigated using the data analyzing program, ESCL8R [R..AD98] to srody

coincidence relationships from a y-y matrix containing data from clover detectors only. A

total projection spectrum obtained in the matrix after background subtraction is shown

in fig 4.9.

As an example spectra obtained after gating on 426, 773, 556, and 636 keY lines are

given in fig 4.10. This figure shows newly obserred transitions with energies 1147 keV,

1190 keY, and 1331.2 keY. It can be seen that the 1331.2 keY y is in coincidence with

426 keY, 223 keY, and 556 keY rransitions but not "-lth the 635 keY rransition. This

confirms the placement of the 1331.2 keY transition between the 5 and the Y levels.

From this and other coincidence relarions the 1147 keY rraIlsirion is shown to connect
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the bottom of band b with the negative parity band (at the 1T level) while the 1190 keY

transition is sitwlted above the 16+ level

In other cases there were some difficulties in placing new transitions due to multiplets

(transitions with close energy) e.g. 301.7/300.5 keY, 223/228 keY, 256.5/256.4 keY,

663.9/665 keV y-ray transitions. Also in =y spectra a gated on 196Hg transitions, we

b d . aks tl Er th H . 194 195 197Ho serve conrammant pe mos y om 0 er g ISotope e.g .. g.

The negative parity band (ABCE in fig 4.8) could not be ext=ded beyond the 23 level

and only one additional level could be added to the positive parity band (22+ level at 6108

keY). The dipole band observed by Cederwall et aL[CED93] was confirmed and it was

confirmed that a 1406 keV transition connects this band to the negative parity band,

probably above the 21- level, but the exact placement could not be firmly established, and

other decay paths also exist. The structure at 5350 keY observed by Mehta et aL[J'vfEH91]

is confirmed and extended to both higher- and lower spins. In addition a number of

other transitions are observed and placed in the level scheme, although none of these

structures could be extended beyond two or three transitions.

4.1.2 Polarization results

The assignment of whether the transition is electric or magnetic in character is supported

by linear poIatization measurements performed using the clover detectors at 90° to the

beam direction as polarimeters. As discussed in the previous chapter (section 3.4), we

were required to re-run data tape with gates set on 'clean' peaks (e.g. 426-, 636-, 556-,

386-keV, etc) to obtain spectra shown in fig(s) 4.1 and 4.2 for both vertical and

horizontal spectra. To determine peak areas the fitting was done "by hand" using GF3.

The results for poIatization measurements are presented in Table 4-1. The negative

values of _\ show transitions that are most likely stretched magnetic while the positive

value probably represent stretched electric transitions. The signs are reversed fot

unstretched transitions. The poIatization measuremenrs presenred in Table 4-1 are for
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new transitions or for cases where the parity of the initial state was not known except for

the 223 keV transition. We were able to detennine the characters (electric or magnetic) of

member of doublets e.g. 256.4/256.5 keV (both are magnetic) and 300.5/301.7 keV

(both are electric) by selecting appropriate gates. The values of uncertainties given in

Table 4-1 were determioed as described in section 3.4 for a number of peaks with

different intensiries and interpolated for the other peaks. The values of the measured

polarization anisotropies are generally within the expected rmge of 0.04 - 0.15 if the

uncertainties are taken into account, with the possible exception of the 256.4 and 256.5

keV transitions. These however are fairly weak transitions.

*All the multipolarity assignments can be reasonably accommodated in the level scheme

except for the 489 keV transition between the 10" level at 2554.0 keV and the 9" level.

The spin and parity of the 9 level is well established while that of the 10 level is fixed by

the Ml character of the 256.5 keV transition and the L==2 nature of the 456.0 keV

transition, knO'llTtl from previous work [MEH91J and confumed by this study. It is thus

likely that the 489 keV transition is a Ml/E2 with a relatively large mixing ratio causing

the polarization anisotropy to be positive.
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Table 4-1: shows the measured polarization of gamma-rays values where a value of
£=1.0.

Ey(keV) Nv Nh Ap I'-4I' E=(keV) Multipolarity
f ,

223.0 18728 14931 0.11 ± 0.04 9- -4T 2064.7 E)b

243.0 9216 11320 -0.10 ± 0.05 22+-421+ 5615.9 M

256.5 1071 1720 -0.23 ± 0.06 8- -4T 2098.0 M

256.4 334 521 -0.22 ± 0.07 25+ -424+ 6960.9 M)b

265.9 2081 2674 -0.12 ± 0.05 21+ -420+ 5616.9 M

300.5 1165 976 0.09 ± 0.06 9- -4T 2359.4 E)b

301.7 760 600 0.12 ± 0.07 T -45- 2058.9 E

381.3 337 307 0.05 ± 0.03 13- -41 r 3311.2 E
489.0 1200 945 0.12 ± 0.07 10- -49- 2554.0 E)*
570.5 1557 1336 0.08 ± 0.04 ll- -49- 2929.9 E
575.5 4575 3919 0.08 ± 0.05 IT-415- 4367.2 E
647.3 530 382 0.16 ± 0.07 22+ -420+ 5847.0 E)b

653.0 549 452 0.10 ± 0.07 24+ -422+ 6500.0 E)b

665.3 1980 1512 0.13 ± 0.06 14- -41r 3902.3 E
760.9 2112 1681 0.11 ± 0.05 13--41z+ 3200.0 E
785.0 1141 1026 0.05 ± 0.03 (l5-)-41r 3985.0 E

821.1 2789 2389 0.08 ± 0.05 22+-421- 5859.9 E
840.9 3601 2970 0.10 ± 0.05 (IT)-415- 4632.6 E

907.8 156 132 0.08 ± 0.03 19- -41T 5275.0 E
920.0 1390 1127 0.10 ± 0.06 23--42r 5958.8 E)b

948.0 1702 1531 0.05 ± 0.03 15--414" 3791.7 E
962.7 6774 5580 0.10 ± 0.05 20+-419- 5351.0 E

970.9 776 650 0.09 ± 0.06 19--41T 5338.1 Er
1146.7 1401 1132 0.11 ± 0.06 18+ -41T 5123.0 E
1190.0 2529 2323 0.04 ± 0.02 18- -416+ 4697.6 E
1331.2 1731 1213 0.18 ± 0.05 5- -4T 1757.2 E

)b previously known multipolarity.
)* see t,,--,t
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4.1.3 DCa ratios results

The GF3 program was used to analyze both the 45° and 90° spectra to determine the

directional correlations ratio of oriented states. From the total projection spectra in fig

3.2 we were able to generate several spectra by setting gates on 'clean' peaks e.g. 426

keY, 223 keY, 556 keY, etc. To determine DCa ratios for some weak transitions we

were required to sum a number of spectra to increase the statistics. To determine the

Ruco fot the 1331.2 keY transition, 426 keY, 223 keY, and 556 keY spectra were

summed to give the spectrum shown in fig 4.3. The figure 4.4 shows the expanded part

of fig 4.3 to properly analyze peak 1331.2 keY. It was notable that garing on 426 keY

transition (as shown in fig 4.5) is more or less the same as a total projection.

Table 4.2 show the DCO ratios obtained for different y transitions. In many cases, the

average DCO ratio, averaged over several gates, was used. The values in parentheses

represent the errors as explained in section 3.5. One can also note that in transitions 426,

636,724,477 keY, we expected the RDCO value to be -0.87 since they are well established

as stretched quadrupole transitions. However the results show that, they are consistendy

-0.71. This may be due to the fact they are all below the two isomeric states

[PET68][PR074] ",-ith lifetimes of 4.9 and 3.5 as. A smaller value of the DCO ratio may

be due to loss of alignment. However this effect was not observed by Mehta et tJl.

[MEH91].

In this experiment a thin targer was used thus reaction products recoil into vacuum. For

transitions below the isomer, a significant fraction of the y~decay will take place at some

distance from the target centre. This could cause a shadow effect (as is used in the Recoil

Shadow ~\nisorropy Method for determining lifetimes) but the influence among the

detectors differs from each and every angle (45°, 90° or 135°). Such an explanation

would be consistent with the fact that this reduction in DCa ratio was not observed by

Mehta et ai, where a thick targer was used. Figure 4.6 shows the relationship between y~

ray energy and Ruco. The measured averaged Rum ratios for known dipole and
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quadropole transitions are shown with dash lines. Figure 4.7 illustrates the measured

values of&"co for previously determined [MEH91] pure stretched quadropole transitions

below the 12· and 10+ isomeric states.
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Table 4-2: represent the measured A(45°/90°) and the calculated values ofRoco

E(keV) Gatedon 1\,(45°) A,(90j RDCOY I; ~I; AI Em (keV)

r
57515 66079 0.87(4)1

223 278 53875 64748 0.83(4) 0.85(4) 9-~T 2 2064.0

556 52455 61320 0.86(4)

1"6
1028 1629 0.63(21)1

243 278 1896 3995 0.47(9) 0.52(4) 22+ ~ 21+ 1 5859.9

556 1290 2772 0.47(11)

!'"
1213 2366

0.5103)I
256.4 278 2276 4530 0.50(8) 0.56(11) (2n~(24+)

6960.9
1

556 2026 3108 0.65(12)

1294 2579
0.50(l2)}t56 1

2098.0256.5 0.51(11) 8- ~T
665+456 2022 3849 0.53(9)

{386
2337 4597 0.51(7)} 1

265.9 0.48(7) 21- ~ 20- 5616.9
278 3854 8421 0.46(6)

300.5 570 2261
2673 0.85(16) 9- ~T 2 2359.4

301.7 683+456 2601 3010 0.86(15) T ~5-
2 2058.9

381.0)" 570 891 10?? 0.87(20) 13- ~ 11-
2 3311.2

f70
5J74 5958

0.87(7)}386.3 0.87(7) 15- ~ 13- 2426+278 79386 90414 0.88(7) 3697.5
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r' 34566 38402 090(6))
404.6 724 28219 30908 0.91(7) 0.91(5) 14+ ~ 12+ 2 2843.7

724+635.6 63774 69606 0.92(4)

386 23100 25759 0.90(9)

635.6 29947 34282 0.87(6) 2 4388.3
412.0 0.90(7) 19- ~IT

724 5847 6117 0.96(12)

724+635.6 37248 41734 0.89(5)

426 1
635.6

724

724+635.6

96096

39562

136935

141198

55238

198817

0.68(2))
0.72(4) 0.69(3)

0.69(2)

2 426.0

r°1.7 1377 1691
0.81} 2554.0456 0.83 2

256+683 2447 2912 0.84
10- ~8-

r~
1674 3200

0.52(12)} IT ~ 16' 3976.3
0.54(12)

468.7 (644+426) 4269 7535 0.57(7)

+724

426 50775 70885 0.72(3)

635.6 38588 54084 0.71(4) 2 2263.0
8+ ~6-

477.6 724 33127 45737 0.72(4) 0.72(3)

(426+724) 1??438 170579
0.72(2)+635.6

080(19)
10- ~ 9- 2)* 2554.0

489 223 1685 2099
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456+426 48837 56606 0.86(4)

426 45588 49880 0.91(5)
556.1 0.88(5) Ir ~9- 2 2620.8

223 53852 62204 0.87(4)

386 39993 45636 0.88(5)

570.5
n- ~9- 2 2929.9

426 5747 6762 0.85(10)

r48 1300 1597 0.81(20)}
575.5 0.94(15) 0.88(19)

4367.2
426 3282 3479

IT ~15- 2

t26 103106 143583 0.72(2)}
635.5 0.72(3) 4+ ~2+ 2 1061.5

477 42699 59595 0.72(3)

647.3/ 878.2 1938 2131 0.91 (19) 22- ~20+ 2 5847.0

653)' 878.2 831 963 0.86(20) 24+ ~ 22+ 2 6500.0

663.8 426 13861 2
16238 0.85(9) 16+ ~ 14+ 3507.6

d {301.7665.3
) 301.7 + 456

2581

5829

3260

6915
0.79(l3)}

O
0.79(12)

.84(10)
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{301.7
711 779

0.93(20)}0.87(20) 2683.0 IT ~1O- 3237.0
456 1099 1357 0.81(19)

{386
35762 43211

0.83(5)}0.82(15)690.4 IT ~lr 2 3311.2
278 30700 37516 0.82(5)

1"6
30323 57775 0.52(3))

695.7 278 26251 51143 0.51(4) 0.52(15) 5- ~4+ 1 1757.2

301.7 8358 15676 0.53(6)

741)d {(426 + 724)
+636

438 870 0.50(20) 14(-) ~ 13- 2 3941.0

760.9)d {(426+724)
+636

5532 11649 0.47(11) IT ~lr 1 3200.0

(724+426)
+948

3063 4635
0.66(9) )

794.6)' 0.71(9) (1n~(1T) 1 5427.2

(426+ 724) 4962 6476 0.77(10)
+636

570+426 1729 2129 081(18) )

556+223 2151 2267 095(19)

799.0)' (42~_+223) 5492 5182 1.06(14) .94(20) 15(+) ~ 13- 2 4110.2
+))6

556+426 4081 4140 0.99(15)

r
2905 3092 094(16))

813.9 664 4714 5118 0.92(12) 0.94(13) 18+ ~ 16+ 2 4321.5

664+477 10580 11194 0.95(10)

821.1 650.5 692 1342 o"7(1") 2T~2r 1 5859.9..:>_ :J
j
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878.2 {664
664+477

907.8/ 724+426

948.0 (:~:+477
575+404

2474

5659

2338

2059

4564

2934

2830

6091

2649

4555

8095

6315

0.87(19)}
0.90(15)

0.93(12)

0.88(16)

0.45(7)]
0.56(7) 0.49(7)

0.46(6)

2

2

1

5199.7

5275.0

3791.7

962.7 724+426 3278 5719 0.57(8) 20+ ~ 19- 1 5351.0

{426 + 724 1697 2102 0.81(19)}
970.9)d

948
0.84(19) 19- ~ IT 1 5338.11749 2044 0.86(19)

1146.7)d 278+386 1836 2819 0.65(13) 18T

~ IT 1 5123.0

1190)" 664+477 4768 4929 0.97(13) 18+ ~ 16+ 2 4697.6

d {(426+223) 48421331.2) 2835 0.59(12) 2+ ~5· 3 1757.2
+556

Ythe values in parentheses are uncertainties associated with the values.

)J nevt transition energies.

)* see t,,-,t for details.
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CHAPTER 4 Experimental Results And Discussion

Dca ratio graph
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.Fig 4.6: shows the n:fotionship between y-rtry '""K)/ and Rrxl]- The measun:d averaged Roco ratiosfor
dipole and quadmpole transitions an: shown with dash lines.
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DCQ rario graph
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Fig 4.7: illustrates the measu11!d values ofR IXD that behave in a strange w~, thefoct that they were
pmJiousfy determined c MEH9 t· to be pure st11!tched quadrupole but in this work we referred them as

intermediate quadrupole.
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CHAPTER 4 Experimental Results And Discussion

Fig 4.8: shows energy level s,hemefrom previous work by Afahte et aLi\L4H9r.
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CHAPTER 4 Experimental Results And Discussion
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Fig 4.10: illustrates the number ofpeab that are in coincidence with 1331.2 ke V together with those
which are para/Id to thiJ transition. The peaks that are marked with stars are not known in '%Hg

spectra.
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Fig 4.11: shows tbepartial level scheme 0/,9&Hg enn:g;' let'el, art' _L4W06- while spins andparities
art' from the prt'setJt work.
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CHAPTER 4 Experimental Results And Discussion

4.2 Discussions

The energy level scheme proposed by Mebta et al, has been extended with the addition

of a number of new levels. The two dipole bands (band a and band b) have been observed

in the present level scheme as shown in fig 4.1 L Such "oblate" srructures have been

observed in some lead [FAN91, KUH92, CL-\92a, WAN92, CLA92, BAL92a, and

BAL92] and mercury isotopes [CED93, COZ94, FOT96, and ROY93]. These band

members are connected by Ml transitions with weak crossover E2 transitions. In many

cases linking these bands with the known low-lying yrast srruetutes is not simple due to

low statistics.

4.2.1 Band a

This band was first observed by Cederwall et al, [CED93J in 196Hg showing the

characteristics of a &=1 rotational band with a moderate, almost spin-independent

signature splitting. In this work we have observed the same band up to the tentatively

assigned 29+ state. We observe a 1406.1 keV transition that links lowest level of this band

to the negative parity sequence, probably to the 21 state at 5038.8 keY, as was done in ref

[CED93]. The tentative assignment of transitions 1406.1 keY as the direct linking

transitions to the previously kno'llm srructures plays a role in assignment of spins and

parities to the dipole band. The multipolarity of this transition could not be established

but assuming it to be an El the lowest level in the band is tentatively assigned spin and

parity of 22+. The decay out of the band is fragmented and some strength also goes via a

922 keV and a 1007 keV transitions originating from the (23-) and (24') levels.

It was possible to measure the DCO ratio and polarization for the 256.7 keY transition

establishing it as a NIL We were however not able to verify the multipolarity of any

crossovers E2 transition due to low statistics. It can also be compared with Jtrncture 2 in

194Hg as reponed by Fotiades et aL [FOT96] that has a similar decay into the negative

parity band at 21' with fragmented decay into other levels. .\lthough spins and parities

were not assigned it seems feasible that these bands could ha,-e similar excitation energies

at identical spins. In Cedern·all's work, dipole band a was compared to the similar band
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observed in 193Hg by [ROY93], which exhibits significantly smaller branching ratios

compared with the lead isotopes. We acknowledge the conclusion grown bur Cederwall et

al. that this difference may be accounted by an intrinsic configuration built on two

deformation-aligned h9J2 protons coupled to rotation-aligned hll12 proton and i"12

neutron hole states.

4.2.2 Band b

Two transitions of band b wete previously known from [MEH99]; whereas majority of

these transitions are new. These transitions suggest that band could be a dipole band,

consisting of Lll= 1 ditect transitions and competing cross-over Lll=2 transitions. We

could determine that the 265.9 and 243.0 keY in-band transitions are M1 and that the

1146.7,962.7 and 821.1 keY transitions are all El. This fL"es the spin and parity of the

band unambiguously.

We were agam not able to measure any of the E2 transition competing with M1

transitions in this band due to relatively low statistics and se\'ere contamination. The

lowest level spin of band b was determined to be 1=181\ at an excitation energy of E=5.!

MeY. The band is observed up to an excitation energy of E=6.6 MeV and spin of 1=241\.

These bands (a and b) are known as irregular type of band because their M1 transtt10ns

disobey the 1(1+1) rule.

In this work, band b can be compared to the similar band a observed by C02 et aI., in 1Y2Hg.

These two bands (b and a) look fairly similar as far as the decay into the negative parity

low-lying band is concerned. However, band a from C02 et aI. has negative parity while

the parities of the sintilar band (a) from the present work are fumly assigned as positive.

In addition band a from the present work extends do"O.n to lower spin and has lower

excitation enetgy. The spin-parity assignment of band b from Le C02 et al. is positive and

it also decay to the positive parity low-lying band.
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CHAPTER 4 Experimental Results And Discussion

4.2.3 New stnIcture in 196Hg

We have observed the number ofnew transitions above the isomeric state at 1"=12+. The

DCa ratio and anisotropy measurement for this transition (13- ...... 12+) sbows that it is

electric dipole transition. Due to low statistics we were unable to do measurements for

members of this structure. However, the spins and parities were tentatively assigned.

Another new structure, was observed above 1'=15- at an excitation energy of E=3791.7

keY. In this study we have fixed the previously tentative spit: and parity of the 15' level as

well at that of 17- and 19- states above it.

The negative parity band that was first proposed by Mehta et al., as AF in Fig 4.7 was

confirmed and it was extended up to I"=14- by 665.3 keV transition. We also place a

381.3 keY transition above the 571.1 keY transition previously observed by Mehta et af.

This transition links up with the 13- state at 3311 keY. However this placement required

a change in the tentative spin assignments. In this work we detennined that both the

301.7 and 300.5 keY transitions have electric quadrupole character. This implies that the

level at 2059 keV has spin and parity of T and therefore is likely to belong to a new

negative parity band consisting of 300.5,570.5 and 381.3 keY transition (all measured to

be quadrupole transitions) that link up to the 13 state at 3311 keY. The proposed the

39.1 keV transition tha' linked the 8- to 7- levels is so difficult if nO( impossible ro see in

y-rays spectra and was nO( observed.

There are many other new transitions that were observed in this study tha' are known ro

be a quadrupole and dipole transitions tha' feed ro the main structure, e.g. 1190 keY, 771

keY, 799 keY. In some of these transitions, we were nor able to e.,traet any information

abour them bur others were confirmed.
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CHAPTERS

5.1 Conclusion

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The spins and parities that were tentatively assigned previously were fixed in this work.

The y- y coincidence data analysis confinns the previously known levels of 196Hg

[HEP83, and J\,ffiH91j however some of the transitions were rearranged through DCa

ratios and anisotropy polarization measurements. Unfortunately other transitions that

were previously observed were not observed in the present work due to severe

contaminations and the lack of enough statistics. The bands that are displayed in our

level scheme of 196Hg in the present work are (i) even-even ground state band between

1==0+ to 1==6T transitions, (ii) evidence of decoupled bands dominate our level scheme,

and (iii) dipole bands were observed at higher energies and spins labelled as band (a) and

(b). The dipole bands that were observed in our level scheme are both irregular in their

energy spacing. The spins and parities of band b were successful assigned.

Directional Correlation of Oriented srates ratio measurements fot quadrupole transitions

that are below the nanosecond isomeric srate e.g. 1'==10', IT are consistendy

-0.71±O.03. Although they were previously measured to be a pure stretched quadrupole,

we measured DCa ratios between the average dipole and quadrupole values.

5.2 Oudook

The theoretical description of all the observed bands and structures in the 196Hg level

scheme need to be done. The application of the Cranked Shell Model (CSM) would be

appropriate for the interpretation of experimenrally measured results. The craoked shell

model was previously applied to mercury isotopes that include 196Hg and a good

description of experimental results was obtained. The relative intensity measurements

",-ill also be important for this work to make sure thar there are no other unobserved

transluons.
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CHAPTER 5 Conclusion and Outlook

The comparison of the present 196Hg nucleus dipole bands with the other neighbouring

isotopes nuclei with similar bands e.g. 192Hg should be accompanied by the calculations

of dynamic moment of inertia !f')=LlIjliw) in Il/MeV units, branching ratios

B(Ml)/B(E2) in rp,,JeW units and mixing ratios derived from the DCa ratio

measutements.
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